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Camping Terme 3000

Camping pricelist (in EUR) for year 2020

3.4. - 24.10. 5.1. - 2.4.
25.10. - 3.1.

Person - without swimming, max. 2 nights 13,70 10,70

Person + bathing ticket 19,70 16,70

Person + bathing ticket - arrival after 6 p.m. 15,70 12,70

Person - All inclusive (Bath, half-board, elect.) - min.2 nights 30,70*** 27,70***

Pitch with electricity + 2 person, min. 5 days - 32*

Pitch without elect., 2 pers.+ 1child-min.2 nights 39,40** 33,40**

Extended stay+bathing ticket on a day of departure 8 6

Children 6 - 15 yrs. -30% -30%

Dog 3 3

Electricity 4 4

Tourist tax 1 1

Check-in 1 1

* Special offer - 2 adults in low season includes a plot with electricity and bathing cards. Minimum stay is 5 nights, additional discounts are 
excluded.

**Family package 2 adults + 1 child up to 12 years old is valid only at certain times - higher price applies in periods 
3.4. - 13.4. & 24.4. - 3.5. & 21.5. - 1.6 & 26.6. - 6.9. and lower in the periods 31.1. - 1.3. & 25.10. - 1.11. & 18.12. - 3.1. Electricity is 
recharged, as are additional children.

*** All inclusive package is not possible until further notice!

The price includes:
-space for the installation of a tent or trailer or motorhome and a car park,
- unlimited entry (with a two-hour delay between admissions) to the Hotel Termal outdoor and indoor pools and the Terme 3000 swimming 
pool complex (14 outdoor and indoor swimming pools).
-all inclusive package additionally includes electricity on the plot and half board (breakfast, dinner) - a minimum stay of 2 nights.
-bath and bathing on the day of departure until 12 o'clock; in the case of a prolongation of stay on the day of departure, it is paid 
according to the price list

Discounts - stay over 7 days 5%, stay over 14 days 10%


